
context

comprehension control

that which surrounds, and gives meaning to, something else

The act or fact of grasping the
meaning, nature, or importance

the activity of managing or
exerting control over something

The New York Times has
a great format for presenting
the transcript within the 
context of the video, allowing
users to “follow along” (the
transcript scrolls automatically).

www.nytimes.com/interactive/2007/12/12/us/politics/
20071212_DEBATE_GRAPHIC.html#video

Flickr’s interface demonstrates
numerous examples of
maintaining actions / object
context (e.g. uploading, tagging,
editing) and action / feedback
context (e.g. selecting)

www.flickr.com

Google Maps makes great use
of layers for additional info
about places while keeping the 
location and larger map in
context.

maps.google.com

Anyone that has used a printed
book of maps (or older web map
applications) knows the
frustration of turning pages to
and not being able to find the
road you were looking at - this
has been solved online by maintaining uninterrupted context
with “drag and scroll” - best demonstrated by Google Maps

maps.google.com
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iGoogle makes customization
easy with their “drag and drop”
feature - all done on the page - 
maintaining the context (even
showing you the consequences
by adjusting the position of your
other modules).

www.google.com

While logging on to Boxes and
Arrows the other day I forgot
which email address I had used,
my work or home - as you mouse
out of the username field it tells
you if there is an account with
that username, great feedback
within the context of the task

www.boxesandarrows.com

The Visual Thesaurus uses
animated transitions when
different terms are selected,
maintaining the context of
the original selection to allow
the user to understand the
relationships between words

www.visualthesaurus.com

Behr’s ColorSmart application
allows users to see color choices
applied within the context of
rooms rather than just on two
inch square chips, users can even
upload photographs of their own
rooms and apply the colors!

www.behr.com/behrx/workbook/
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Since 1990 when Berners-Lee invented the web, technical constraints have forced

a mis-match between the user context for any given task and the interface states 

(pages) presented to them. The advent of RIAs allows us to undo this constraint and

more closely align our “single page interfaces” with the context important to the

user at any given time.
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